Abstract-In this paper, we have given the scalar modes and discussed the coupling characteristics of an eight-port waveguide coupler consisting of four parallel single-mode waveguides. The analysis is based on a rectangular waveguide model which has been known to give accurate results in the case of two waveguide directional couplers. A classification of its various scalar modes is also given.
INTRODUCTION M
ULTIPORT waveguide couplers have interesting applications in dividing optical power from one channel to many channels and in determining the in-phase and quadrature components of a signal in coherent communication systems and fiber-optic sensors. Although the minimum number of power measurement ports to determine the in-phase/quadrature components of a signal is three, the signal processing is easier with a suitable four detector multiport. Travis and Carroll [1] have suggested an eight-port coupler, using four parallel optical fibers, to realize such a four-detector in-phase/quadrature measuring multiport device. In order to understand the coupling characteristics of such multiport junctions, their modal characteristics should be known. Recently, modes of a 3 x 3 fiber coupler, using three parallel fibers, have been reported by Black et al. [2] and Stevenson and Love [3] . In the case of a 4 X 4 fiber coupler, while Travis and Carroll [1] have discussed some basic features of guided modes of such couplers, no formal method is reported to obtain the coupling characteristics of these couplers. Here, we present a simple method to understand the coupling characteristics of an eight-port coupler which can be obtained either by a) fusing four identical parallel fibers, b) polishing the surfaces of two dual-core fibers and cementing them together, or c) using integrated optical channel waveguides with square cross sections. The analysis is based on a rectangular-core waveguide model which has been known to give an accurate description of two waveguide directional couplers [4] , [5] . A similar approach has also been used to study the propagation characteristics of various polarization maintaining fibers [6] - [8] .
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the eight-port coupler are obtained and its coupling characteristics are discussed. A classification of its scalar modes is given and it is shown that a basic assumption regarding the propagation constants of the guided modes, made in [1] , is not correct.
ANALYSIS
An ideal eight-port coupler consists of four identical fibers, with their centers making the four corners of a square, each side of which represents the center to center distance between two nearby fibers. In order to study the coupling characteristics of such a coupler, we use a rectangular core waveguide model (i.e., replace the circular cores by square cores as shown in Fig. l(a) ). The dielectric constant distribution of the rectangular-core waveguide model (hereafter referred to as structure 1) is given by
The above structure can be taken as a perturbed form of a pseudowaveguide coupler (hereafter referred to as structure 2), whose dielectric constant distribution is given by (see Fig. l where £ stands for x or y.
Since the dielectric constant distributions of the two structures differ only in the corner regions (shown shaded in Fig. l(b) , where the fractional modal power is rather small) by a small amount (n\ -n\), the modes of structure 1 should be nearly the same as that of structure 2. Further, since the dielectric constant distribution of structure 2 is separable in x and y coordinates, the scalar modes of structure 2 can be obtained analytically. As a result, the propagation constants of various guided modes of structure 1 can be obtained by applying a first-order correction to the propagation constants of the corresponding modes of structure 2. 
MODES OF STRUCTURE 2
We assume that the fibers used for making the coupler are weakly guiding, and hence, discuss only the scalar modes of the coupler which can be obtained by solving the following scalar wave equation:
For structure 2, since the refractive index profile is separable in x and y coordinates, the wave function \l/(x, y) is of the form {y)
where both X(x) and Y(y) satisfy the following one-dimensional equations:
where a ix and a jy are two separation constants such that
represents the propagation constant of a guided mode of After obtaining a ix and a jy , the propagation constants for the unperturbed structure can be obtained by using (7) . The propagation constants (ft,-), for the rectangular waveguide model (structure 1), can be obtained after incorporating the difference in the dielectric constants of the two structures in the corner regions through the first order perturbation approach and are given by
where with r = r,-r,. Light energy propagating in any channel would be cou pled to the other channels through evanescent field coupling which can be understood as follows.
Y k = (1 + A)/(\ + A + B) A = (2/R)[(t k cos
If at the input end of the coupler, power is injected only into waveguide 1 (say with an amplitude of 4) it will excite all the four modes discussed above, each with an amplitude 1. The amplitudes and the relative phases in various channels for different modes are shown in Fig. 2 . Since different modes propagate with different propagation constants, after a distance z, the total amplitude due to all the four modes in different channels would be different. The field in channel 1 would be given by
where
are the coupling lengths between modes LP SS , LP sa , and modes LP SS , LP aa , respectively. Similarly, the fields in channels 2, 3, and 4 would be given by
and
We now discuss some specific cases of practical interest: a) z/L 2 = 2n and z/L 4 = 2m + 1 m and n are integers.
Using equations (11)-(13), it can be seen that in this case the amplitude a t in the /th waveguide (/ stands for 1, 2, 3, or 4) would be given by
i.e., the power will be equally divided in all the channels. In summary, we have given a simple method to obtain the scalar modes and the coupling characteristics of an eight-port coupler consisting of four parallel optical waveguides in a cross-sectional square arrangement.
